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Abstract
Purpose Peptide receptor radionuclide therapy (PRRT) is effective for metastatic/inoperable neuroendocrine tumors (NETs).
Imaging response assessment is usually efficient subsequent to treatment completion. Blood biomarkers such as PRRT Predictive
Quotient (PPQ) and NETest are effective in real-time. PPQ predicts PRRT efficacy; NETest monitors disease. We prospectively
evaluated: (1) NETest as a surrogate biomarker for RECIST; (2) the correlation of NETest levels with PPQ prediction.
Methods Three independent 177Lu-PRRT-treated GEP-NET and lung cohorts (Meldola, Italy: n = 72; Bad-Berka, Germany: n =
44; Rotterdam, Netherlands: n = 41). Treatment response: RECIST1.1 (responder (stable, partial, and complete response) vs nonresponder). Blood sampling: pre-PRRT, before each cycle and follow-up (2–12 months). PPQ (positive/negative) and NETest (0–
100 score) by PCR. Stable < 40; progressive > 40). CgA (ELISA) as comparator. Samples de-identified, measurement and
analyses blinded. Kaplan–Meier survival and standard statistics.
Results One hundred twenty-two of the 157 were evaluable. RECIST stabilization or response in 67%; 33% progressed. NETest
significantly (p < 0.0001) decreased in RECIST “responders” (− 47 ± 3%); in “non-responders,” it remained increased (+ 79 ±
19%) (p < 0.0005). NETest monitoring accuracy was 98% (119/122). Follow-up levels > 40 (progressive) vs stable (< 40)
significantly correlated with mPFS (not reached vs. 10 months; HR 0.04 (95%CI, 0.02–0.07).
PPQ response prediction was accurate in 118 (97%) with a 99% accurate positive and 93% accurate negative prediction.
NETest significantly (p < 0.0001) decreased in PPQ-predicted responders (− 46 ± 3%) and remained elevated or increased in
PPQ-predicted non-responders (+ 75 ± 19%). Follow-up NETest categories stable vs progressive significantly correlated with
PPQ prediction and mPFS (not reached vs. 10 months; HR 0.06 (95%CI, 0.03–0.12).
CgA did not reflect PRRT treatment: in RECIST responders decrease in 38% and in non-responders 56% (p = NS).
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Conclusions PPQ predicts PRRT response in 97%. NETest accurately monitors PRRT response and is an effective surrogate
marker of PRRT radiological response. NETest decrease identified responders and correlated (> 97%) with the pretreatment PPQ
response predictor. CgA was non-informative.
Keywords Biomarker . NETest . PPQ . Liquid biopsy . Neuroendocrine . PRRT

Introduction
Peptide receptor radiotherapy (PRRT) is an effective treatment for metastatic or inoperable neuroendocrine tumors
(NETs) [1] and 177Lu-DOTATATE is approved in the USA
and EU for the treatment of gastroenteropancreatic (GEP)
NETs [2–4]. Standard protocols are typically administered
over 6–8 months and have substantial costs in terms of
exams and patient effort before the benefit can be reliably
evaluated, typically 3 months after the treatment cycles are
completed [5]. Although therapy is effective in the majority, approximately 15–30% of patients will progress during
PRRT and can benefit from timely adjustment, such as
therapy combinations, rapid sequencing, or alternatives
[2, 4, 6].
Biomarker guidance as to the efficacy of therapy is
assessed either by imaging or the measurement of circulating tumor products. Predictive biomarkers identify individuals likely to experience a favorable response, e.g., increase in PFS, prior to a treatment. Such biomarkers typically are based on evidence that a “target” is expressed and
can be “engaged” [7]. Thus, the “intensity” of uptake at
68
Ga-SSA-PET/CT, correlating with the amount of therapeutic radiation, can predict response to PRRT; the accuracy is, however, suboptimal (60% objective responses in
Krenning grade 4). An alternative or supplement to a predictive biomarker is a pharmacodynamic or response biomarker [8]. The identification of alteration in blood levels
can provide early evidence that a treatment positively or
negatively impacts a clinical endpoint of interest, e.g., PFS
[8].
At this time, the response assessment for PRRT is
based on locally implemented schemes that comprise
varying combinations of intra- and post-therapy morphologic and functional imaging (CT, MRI [2], postadministration Lu-scan, and/or interim and posttreatment 68 Ga-SSA-PET/CT). Conventional 18 FDGPET/CT is considered a prognostic imaging biomarker.
Sometimes, circulating biomarkers like chromogranin A
(CgA) or specific hormones for secretory tumors (gastrin,
glucagon, insulin) are studied [9, 10], although tumors
with secretory products represent < 10% of all neuroendocrine lesions. Spurious elevations in biomarkers, e.g.,
CgA, are well-recognized and obfuscate clinical assessment [5]. Key limitations in evaluative techniques include

a failure to detect progression in a timely fashion or, with
imaging, a difficulty in resolving pseudo-progression [5].
In 2018, we reported the efficacy of a circulating transcript
assay (PPQ) that predicted tumor response to internal radiation in GEP- and bronchopulmonary NET with 95% accuracy
[11]. Biomarker positive (PPQ-positive) predicts responders
and biomarker negative (PPQ-negative) predicts non-responders, thereby stratifying treatment recipients [6]. A prediction of a non-responder therefore suggests that a revised
clinical therapeutic strategy should be considered [12].
The NETest is a 51 multigene assay based on PCR analysis
of specific NET circulating transcripts [13] which is reported
as a score reflecting real-time tumor activity [14]. The molecular basis of the assay has been validated [15] and the correlation between tumor tissue and blood levels established [15].
Clinical utility (monitoring) has been documented in several
independent clinical studies using diverse therapeutic strategies [16–18]. In addition, the NETest has been demonstrated
as an effective (85–90% accuracy) surrogate biomarker for
tumor progression measured with CT/MRI [18]. A short
PFS is significantly correlated (> 95%) with increased blood
biomarker levels > 40 (on a scale of 0–100) [18]. Similarly,
RECIST progression to somatostatin analogues is also significantly associated (> 90%) with score increases [18, 19]. In
contrast, stabilization or response is associated with no change
or score decrease (NETest levels ≤ 40) [18, 19]. These alterations (progression NETest score > 40; disease stability ≤ 40)
likely reflect the biological impact of treatment [14, 20, 21].
We have previously proposed that a fusion of a response
biomarker and a predictive biomarker might have a significant
clinical impact on PRRT patient stratification [22]. Patient
benefit and health economic implications would be substantial, allowing early prediction and appropriate monitoring of
efficacy with a decrease in diagnostic and therapeutic interventions for identified responders. Alternatively, the identification of non-responders would allow for early implementation of other strategies (e.g., combinations or rapid
sequencing).
In this prospective study, we examined two issues (Fig. 1).
Firstly, we evaluated the response to PRRT with the NETest to
assess its function as a monitoring marker. For this, we compared a pre-PRRT measurement to follow-up levels.
Secondly, we evaluated whether changes in NETest (prior
vs. post-therapy) were concordant with those in RECIST and
provided added value to PPQ biomarker prediction of
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Fig. 1 STARD diagram outlining the study. Three biomarkers were
evaluated, the NETest, chromogranin A (CgA), and the PPQ (PRRT
predictive quotient). Changes in levels following therapy were assessed
compared with pretreatment levels for both the NETest and CgA. These
were correlated with response to therapy. Changes in NETest category

(i.e., stable/progressive following PRRT) were also evaluated. PPQ
defines whether a patient is a responder (R) or non-responder (NR).
Changes in NETest levels and categories were identified for both R and
NR and compared with clinical assessments

response. As a comparator, we examined changes in the
monoanalyte secretory peptide CgA, the current default NET
biomarker, at the same time points.

committees (PRRT: IRST 100.06, EudraCT: 2011–00289118, 04/08/2011; transcripts: IRST B007 [70/12], 10/10//
2012; WIRB: 20,150,174; MEC-2014-309, 24/07/2014,
NL48623.078.14). The clinical characteristics and treatment
protocols for each of these three cohorts have been previously
described in detail [6]. This data is included in Supplemental
Tables 1 and 2.

Methods
Patients

Assessment of therapeutic response
The three cohorts (including GEP and bronchopulmonary
NETs) that were recruited have previously been described [6].
In brief, 178 subjects at 3 sites were enrolled for 177Luoctreotate-PRRT based on imaging SSR expression between
6/2012 and 6/2016: Nuclear Medicine and Radiometabolic
Units, Istituto Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura
dei Tumori IRST IRCCS, Meldola, Italy; Theranostics Center
for Molecular Radiotherapy and Imaging, Zentralklinik Bad
Berka, Bad Berka, Germany; and the Radiology and Nuclear
Medicine Department, Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam,
The Netherlands. The current study is the summated analysis
(total n = 157) of evaluable patients from Meldola (n = 72),
Bad-Berka (n = 44), and Rotterdam (n = 41). All participants
provided informed consent for PRRT and molecular genomic
translational analysis, authorized by the respective ethics

Response was assessed per RECIST 1.1 criteria. CT (or MRI)
was performed at baseline (within 3 months of PRRT) and ~212 months after PRRT per protocol [6]. For this cohort, 105
(67%) were considered “responders” at follow-up compared
with 52 (33%) as “non-responders.” Survival and progression
times were calculated from PRRT commencement. A response was defined as either disease control (partial or complete response to therapy or stable disease—censored “0”),
and progression (treatment failure—censored as “1”) at the
date of confirmation of radiological progression. The latter
included all patients who completed at least 1 PRRT cycle.
Cases were censored at the limit of follow-up. All individuals
who responded to PRRT had a complete follow-up of a median of 6 months (range 0–17) post-therapy. Patients who
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progressed or died due to progression during PRRT or followup were included (censored as “1”).

Blood sampling
Samples were collected pre-PRRT and thereafter prior to each
PRRT cycle (administered at intervals of ~ 2 months [2–4
cycles]) and then at follow-up (up to 9–22 months after the
last PRRT cycle). At baseline, whole blood (10 ml) was collected in 2 × 5 ml EDTA-K2 tubes and snap-frozen. Plasma
CgA samples were collected at the same time point in PPT
plasma preparations tubes. Tubes were anonymously coded
and stored at − 80 °C within 2 h of collection [22].
Randomly selected coded blood samples were sent deidentified to Wren Laboratories, CT, USA.
NETest Details of the PCR methodology, mathematical analysis, and validation have been published. In brief, it comprises a
2-step protocol (RNA isolation/cDNA production and qPCR)
from EDTA-collected whole blood [14, 22]. Samples were
assayed in a US clinically certified laboratory (Wren
Laboratories CL-0704, CLIA 07D2081388). Final results
are expressed as an activity index (NETest score) from 0 to
100% [6, 22]. The normal score cut-off is 20 with two monitoring categories of score: < 40% is considered “stable” disease (SD) and 41–100 reflect “progressive” disease (PD) [18].

assessed comparing baseline values to levels at follow-up.
As a sub-analysis, we evaluated the number of patients that
were “stable” (SD, NETest < 40) or “progressive” (PD,
NETest > 40) at follow-up and the correlation with RECIST
outcome. Intergroup analyses were undertaken using 2-tailed
non-parametric tests (Mann–Whitney U test) or the Kruskal–
Wallis testing (with Dunn’s corrections) as applicable. The
Kaplan–Meier survival curves (PFS) were generated and analyzed in Prism. Log-rank (Mantel–Cox) and hazard ratios
(Mantel–Haenszel) were calculated. The utility of the
NETest or CgA as a monitoring biomarker was evaluated by
comparing mPFS between no change/decrease in the biomarker versus an increase in the biomarker. We also evaluated
this for each of the two NETest categories at follow-up (relationship between mPFS and a “stable” or “progressive”
score). RECIST response (responder vs. non-responder) and
PPQ status (PPQ-positive vs. PPQ-negative) and mPFS were
similarly analyzed. Diagnostic odd’s ratios (DOR), the positive likelihood ratio (PLR), and the negative likelihood ratio
(NLR) were calculated. A Fisher’s exact 2-tailed t test was
used to compare proportional changes. Statistical significance
was defined at a p value < 0.05. Data are presented as mean ±
SD. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals are included
where appropriate.

Results
PPQ The PPQ, a blood-based predictive classifier, has been
previously described in detail [22]. In brief, circulating expression of genes involved in growth factor expression and metabolism is amplified by PCR and expression levels integrated
with tumor grade to generate a prediction classifier summated
using a logistic regression model. Samples are scored as either
biomarker “positive” or “negative.” PPQ-positive identifies
those predicted to respond (disease stabilization or partial/
complete response). PPQ-negatives are predicted not to
respond.
CgA assay CgA was measured using NEOLISA™
Chromogranin A kit (Euro Diagnostica AB, Malmö,
Sweden). The upper limit of normal was 108 ng/ml [19]. A
positive CgA is > 109 ng/ml.

Statistical analysis
Prism 6.0 for Windows (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA,
USA, www.graphpad.com) and MedCalc Statistical Software
version 12.7.7 (MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, Belgium;
http://www.medcalc.org; 2013) were utilized [6, 22]. The
efficacy of PRRT was defined by RECIST 1.1 as either
disease control (PR+CR+SD) or progressive as described [6,
22]. The accuracy of changes (either an increase or decrease)
in each of the two biomarkers (NETest, CgA) was directly

The 3 cohorts comprised 178 of which 157 were evaluable for
response [6]. Twenty-one were excluded: 9 withdrew consent;
5 pretreatment bloods were not collected; 5 medical reasons;
and 2 lost to follow-up. Of the 157, 35 were excluded from
analysis as no follow-up bloods were available. The complete
data are included in Supplemental Table 2.
1. Overall NETest changes in response to PRRT (n = 122):
NETest scores significantly (Kruskal–Wallis statistic 97.22;
p < 0.0001) decreased after PRRT in RECIST “responders”
(n = 83) (Table 1, Fig. 2a). Pre-PRRT levels were 61 ± 22.
Prior to cycle IV, levels were 35 ± 20. At both subsequent
follow-ups, levels were further significantly (p < 0.0001 vs.
Cycle IV) decreased (29 ± 26). In “non-responders” (n = 39),
pre-PRRT levels were 54 ± 28. At cycle IV, levels remained
elevated (62 ± 27) and increased further at follow-up (73 ± 11,
p < 0.0005 vs. pre-PRRT).
Modified waterfall plots for RECIST responders and
“non-responders” are in Fig. 2b. The treatment failure
group exhibited a NETest increase from baseline in 74%
of patients. Ten patients exhibited a decrease in score
from baseline (from 84 ± 13 to 53 ± 22) but the majority (n = 7) still had elevated NETest scores (> 40) at
the time of progression (response category: “progressive”). Three patients had both a decrease in score and
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Table 1 NETest scores, PRRT predictive quotient (PPQ) and Chromogranin A (CgA) values after PRRT in “RECIST”-responders and “nonresponders”
Total patients (n = 157)
RECIST-predicted response

Patients assessed (n = 122)
Responders (n = 83)

Non-responders (n = 39)

NETest
NETest alterations to PRRT
NETest decrease

N
82

%
99

N
10

%
26

NETest increase

1

1

29

74

Accuracy (alterations)
Follow-up NETest after PRRT

111/122
N

%

91%
N

%

NETest ≤ 40 (stable)

77

93

8

20

NETest > 40 (progressive)

11

7

31

80

Accuracy (category)

108/122

NETest overall accuracy

89%

N

%

119/122

98%

PPQ-Predicted Responders
NETest alterations to PRRT

PPQ+ve (n = 81)
% ± SD

PPQ−ve (n = 41)

Percentage change
NETest levels
Pre-PRRT

− 46 ± 3
Mean ± SD
61 ± 22

+ 75 ± 19

Pre-IV cycle
At follow-up
Follow-up NETest after PRRT
NETest ≤ 40 (stable)
NETest > 40 (progressive)

35 ± 20
29 ± 12
N
75
7

%
92
8

59 ± 27
64 ± 22
N
8
32

%
20
80

PPQ prediction accuracy/RECIST
RECIST-based responder
RECIST-based no responder

80
1

99
1

2
38

5
95

54 ± 27

PPQ concordance

N
118/122
Patients assessed (n = 112)

CgA-predicted responders/RECIST
CgA alterations during PRRT
CgA decrease

Responders (n = 76)
N
39

CgA increase
CgA overall accuracy
All patients

37
N
58/112

a response category change (progressive to stable) despite progressing with PRRT (Fig. 2b; top, blue arrows).
Patient no. 1: an 87-year-old male with FDG-positive
bronchial carcinoid; patient no. 2: a 55-year-old male
with rectal NET (G2, Ki67 = 15%); and patient no. 3:
a 50-year-old female with a small bowel NET (G2,
Ki67 = 10%).
In the treatment response group, NETest scores decreased in the majority (99%). Score increase occurred
in one patient and was associated with a score category
change. This was a 67-year-old female with an atypical
lung carcinoid (Ki67 = 10%) (Fig. 2b; bottom, red
arrow).

%
97%

%
51
49

Non-responders (n = 36)
N
17
19
%
52

%
47
53

Overall, with PRRT “responders,” the NETest decreased −
47 ± 3%. Progression during PRRT was associated with a
mean + 79 ± 19% increase. The inclusive accuracy (biomarker/response category assessment) of the NETest as a monitor
was 98% (119/122).
2. Association between changes in the NETest and outcome:
Of the RECIST-defined “responders,” 77/83 (93%) had
SD by NETest score while 80% (n = 31/39) of “nonresponders” had a PD score (Table 1, Fig. 3a). This
score-based response categorization was statistically significant (Fisher’s exact test, p < 0.0001). The diagnostic
accuracy was 93% (95%CI, 85–97%). The DOR was
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Fig. 2 NETest levels following PRRT administration (n = 122). a
Dynamics of the biomarker and treatment. RECIST responders (blue)
were associated with a significant decrease (*p < 0.05) in the NETest
following therapy. Levels were lowest at follow-up falling into the
“stable” NETest score category (SD ≤ 40), consistent with a treatment
response (responders). In non-responders (red), the mean NETest was
initially unchanged but thereafter significantly increased (*p < 0.05) in
those who progressed (non-responders). NETest levels fell into the
“progressive” NETest score category (PD > 40). b Modified waterfall

plot analysis. Responders (n = 83) are designated blue and nonresponders (n = 39) red. Open circles represent pre-PRRT NETest
absolute levels. Changes in NETest levels are indicated by arrows
(pretreatment to biomarker level at follow-up). Red arrows identify a
NETest increase and a category change to progressive (non-responsive).
Blue arrows identify a NETest decrease in and a category change to
responsive. In the responder group, 98% exhibited a decrease while in
the non-responder group, 75% displayed a biomarker level increase
(Fisher’s p < 0.0001)

49.7 (95%CI, 15.9–155; z-statistic 6.7, p < 0.0001)
confirming an accurate discriminative performance. The
PLR was 5.6 (95%CI, 2.7–11.7) and negative likelihood
ratio 0.11 (0.06–0.22) demonstrating that an increased
test effectively “rules-out” a PRRT response.
A response categorization as either SD or PD was
significantly (p < 0.0001) associated with outcome to
PRRT (Fig. 3b). A prolonged mPFS (not reached) was
identified in those with a stable NETest at follow-up
compared with those who were categorized as “progressive” (mPFS, 10 months). The hazard ratio (HR) for the

NETest as a monitoring biomarker was 0.04 (95%CI,
0.02–0.07) identifying a significant predictive effect
(96%) for differentiating PRRT responses.

Fig. 3 Relationship between disease status change, NETest category, and
outcome. a The proportion of patients categorized as SD (NETest ≤ 40) or
PD (NETest > 40) at follow-up for each of the two groups—responders
and non-responders. A PD score at time of RECIST-defined progression
was evident in 80% who progressed. The disease stabilization group had
SD scores in 93% with p < 0.0001. b Categorization of subjects into the

two NETest categories (SD/PD) was significantly associated with
outcome. Those classified as SD had an mPFS that was not reached.
Those categorized as PD had a significantly lower mPFS (10 months).
The hazard ratio (HR) (0.04) was consistent with a significant (p <
0.0001) association with PRRT efficacy

3. Relationship between a predictive biomarker—the
PPQ—and the NETest as a response biomarker: We next
examined whether there was a relationship between PPQ prediction and changes in the NETest.
In the PPQ-positive group (n = 81), NETest scores
significantly (Kruskal–Wallis statistic 95.27; p < 0.0001)
decreased after PRRT (Table 1, Fig. 4a). Pre-PRRT
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levels were 61 ± 22. Prior to cycle IV, levels were 35 ±
20 and were further significantly (p < 0.0001 vs. cycle
IV) decreased (29 ± 12) at both follow-ups. In the PPQnegative group (n = 41), pre-PRRT levels were 53 ± 28.
They remained elevated (58 ± 27) at cycle IV and increased at follow-up (61 ± 24, p < 0.0005 vs. prePRRT).
The PPQ-positive biomarker (predict PRRT “responder”) was associated with a mean percentage decrease in
the NETest of − 46 ± 3% (Fig. 4b). PPQ-negative subjects (predicted to fail PRRT) were associated with a
mean increase of + 75 ± 19%. Individual changes are
included in Fig. 4C
4. Association between NETest changes (clinical category)
and the PPQ biomarker: At follow-up, 74/81 (92%) PPQpositive subjects were SD. Of the PPQ-negative group, 80%
(n = 33/41) had PD score (Fig. 5a). This was statistically
significant (Fisher’s exact test, p < 0.0001). The diagnostic
accuracy was 87% (95%CI, 79–92%) with a PLR of 8.1
(95%CI, 4.1–15.8) and a NLR of 0.22 (0.12–0.41).
Response score categorization was significantly associated with the PPQ biomarker prediction and mPFS
(Fig. 5b). A prolonged mPFS (not reached) was identified in those NETest categorized as SD at follow-up
compared with PD (mPFS, 10 months). The HR for
the NETest in PPQ-defined patients was 0.06 (95%CI,
0.03–0.12)

(99%) of PPQ-positive responded while 93% (38/41) of
PPQ-negative progressed on PRRT.
There was one false-negative (predicted to respond but
who progressed): a 59-year-old male with an FDGpositive G2 pancreatic NET (stage IV disease). The prePRRT NETest was high (80) and increased (to 93) after
cycle II. Three false-negatives (i.e., those who responded
to PRRT despite being PPQ-negative) were identified.
Patient no. 1: a 60-year-old woman with a G3 gastric
NET (liver metastases) who exhibited a partial response
with disease stabilization at 19 months. The pre-PRRT
NETest identified SD (40); the NETest decreased to
33 at cycle IV and was 20 at 6-month follow-up. Patient
no. 2: a 70-year-old male with a G2 pancreatic NET initially RECIST “stable”. The NETest was 80 and decreased
to 33 at cycle IV with both follow-up NETests stable
(both 27); the patient was followed for 4 months and
considered stable at imaging. Patient no. 3: a 63-yearold man with a G2 pancreatic NET. His NETest was 40
and decreased to 33 at cycle IV with both follow-up
NETests stable (both 27); the patient was followed for
12 months and was stable at restaging.

5. Concordance between RECIST response, PPQ, and NETest
levels: RECIST stabilization or response to PRRT occurred in
83/122 (68%) and 39 (32%) progressed. The accuracy of PPQ
for predicting response was 118/122 (97%). Thus, 80/81

6. Role of CgA as a biomarker: Finally, we examined whether
CgA functioned as a PRRT response biomarker. Data were
available from 112 of the 122 patients.
In RECIST “responders” (n = 76), pre-PRRT CgA levels
were 1878 ± 728 ng/ml and were 1735 ± 458 ng/ml at followup. There was no significant decrease (mean, 1338–1525)
(Kruskal–Wallis statistic 2.95; p = 0.83) (Table 1, Fig. 6a).
In RECIST “non-responders” (n = 36), pre-PRRT levels were
1978 ± 375 ng/ml and remained elevated at follow-up (985–
1465 ng/ml) (p = NS vs. pre-PRRT). Overall, in “responders,”

Fig. 4 NETest level alterations based upon the PPQ status (n = 122). a
Dynamics of the biomarker and treatment. PPQ-positive (n = 81) (blue)
were associated with a significant decrease (*p < 0.05) in the NETest
following PRRT. Levels at follow-up fell into the SD category. In those
in whom PRRT was predicted to “fail” (PPQ-negative) (red), the mean
NETest was initially unchanged and thereafter significantly increased (*p
< 0.05). Levels at RECIST-defined progression fell into the PD category.

b Mean changes in the NETest in PPQ-positive (n = 81; decreased from
pre-PRRT) compared with those in PPQ-negative subjects (n = 41; net
increase from baseline). Levels were significantly different (p < 0.0001). c
Individual alterations in absolute NETest levels from pre-PRRT (open
circles) to end of therapy/progression with red arrows indicative of an
increase (and category change) and blue arrows a decrease (and category
change)
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Fig. 5 Relationship between NETest, disease status, and PPQ-predicted
outcome. a Proportion of patients categorized as SD or PD for each of the
two groups—PPQ-positive and PPQ-negative. The PPQ-negative group
exhibited PD scores at time of progression in 80%. The PPQ-positive
group (predicted to respond to PRRT) exhibited SD scores in 92% (p <
0.0001). NETest level changes correlated with PPQ-based prediction of

PRRT response. b Categorization into SD/PD groups was significantly
associated with outcome. The PPQ-positive group with a SD score
exhibited an mPFS that was not reached. The PPQ-negative group with
a PD score had a significantly lower mPFS (10 months). The hazard ratio
(HR) (0.06) was consistent with a significant association with PRRT
efficacy (p < 0.0001)

a PRRT response was associated with a mean + 45 ± 19%
CgA increase (from baseline in those who were CgA-positive,
Fig. 6b). In progression on PRRT, CgA had a mean + 27 ±
13% increase from baseline.

Biomarker outputs can also be categorized into e.g. low
and high scores or low/high risks [23]. Such categorizations, if they are associated with disease status, e.g., activity of a tumor [14], provide a second and complimentary
method to evaluate treatment efficacy. For example, a
change from a “high” to “low” category would suggest that
the treatment is targeting the tumor and affecting its biology, e.g., decreasing expression of markers linked to
growth or biological activity. An increase is presumed to
reflect a lack of response to the therapy and continued
tumor growth [18, 19]. The NETest output is both a score
(0–100) and has two categories—low (< 40) or SD and
high (> 40) or PD [18, 21]. We examined the utility of both
outputs to monitor responses to PRRT.
We first evaluated whether changes in the NETest score
correlated with responses to PRRT in the cohort with complete image-based data and follow-up (n = 122). This
intention-to-treat cohort, while comprising 3 different centers and individualized treatment approaches, exhibited
similar responses to PRRT irrespective of protocol or number of PRRT cycles (Supplemental Figure 1). Moreover,
the NETest changes were not related to the type or extent
of therapy (Supplemental Figures 2-3) or to the clinical
status of the patient at baseline (Supplemental Figure 4)
further supporting our approach to assessing grouped data.
The mean NETest scores were significantly lower (p <
0.0001) in the disease stabilization or “responder” group
(n = 83; mean, 29) than in those who progressed while on
PRRT (n = 38; mean, 73). No change or a decrease in the
NETest biomarker occurred in 98% when imaging determined therapy to be effective. Indeed, values were

Discussion
Our study evaluated whether the NETest exhibited demonstrable clinical utility as a monitoring biomarker and could accurately evaluate response to PRRT as measured by PFS, a wellcharacterized clinical endpoint in NET studies. We performed
an analysis of prospectively collected blood samples (a total of
157 treated patients) from three different treatment centers.
NETest changes between baseline and follow-up were evaluated. We also investigated whether the circulating PRRTpredictive biomarker (the PPQ) [6] and its output, i.e., PRRT
responder or non-responder, predicted clinically relevant alterations in the NETest during treatment and at follow-up.
Finally, we also undertook an analysis of changes in CgA to
evaluate whether this biomarker exhibited any utility as a
marker of PRRT response.
Biomarker monitoring studies evaluate changes in biomarkers versus baseline levels to investigate whether a
treatment is effective or not [7, 8]. Changes are typically
correlated with gold standard measures such as imaging.
Any stabilization (no change) or decrease in a biomarker is
thus related to a treatment response. In an analogous fashion, any increase in the biomarker level would only be
related to the tumor(s) growth, a reflection of no response
or a failure to respond to a therapy, e.g., PRRT.
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Fig. 6 Changes in CgA with PRRT (n = 112). a Dynamics of the
biomarker and treatment. Responders were not associated with a
significant decrease in CgA levels following therapy. Similarly, no
significant differences were identified in CgA levels in non-responders.

b Mean changes in CgA levels (between follow-up and baseline) in
responders (n = 76) compared with non-responders (n = 36). CgA
levels were increased and mean levels were not significantly different
between responders and non-responders

linearly reduced (Pearson r = 0.65, p < 3 × 10-11) after 2
and 3 cycles of PRRT, respectively (Supplemental
Figures 5-6). This is consistent with our hypothesis that
a decreased score reflected disease stabilization or response. Of the two patients with an increase in score,
despite “disease stabilization,” one had a “low” score (<
40) consistent with slow-growing disease [18, 24]. The
second “responder” had an atypical carcinoid (Ki-67
10%) and her score was elevated (47 and 73) at both
follow-up time points. We presume this patient, despite
responding to PRRT, may be at an increased risk for subsequent progression and is being closely monitored. In
this respect, it should be noted that small percentage increases in tumor diameter (i.e., 0–19%) would be considered RECIST “stable.” We have previously reported that
minimal growth, undetectable by imaging, is associated
with an increase in the NETest [25]. Under such circumstances, a patient might be incorrectly classified as an
image “responder.”
In the “non-responders,” ~ 75% exhibited an increase
in the NETest consistent with our hypothesis (increased
levels reflect disease progression). Indeed, values overall
were linearly increased (Pearson r = 0.71, p < 3 × 10-6)
after 2 and 3 cycles of PRRT, respectively (Supplemental
Figures 5-6). In 25%—10 patients—with a decrease in
score, the majority (7 of 10) exhibited a PD category
response score at the time of imaging. This is consistent
with the identification of “active” growing/progressing
disease despite “some effect” of PRRT. We presume that
the decrease in these seven “non-responders” reflects the

therapeutic “effect” of PRRT on some lesions that are
sensitive to the agent. It is well-known that PRRT does
not uniformly affect all target lesions and it is reasonable
to assume that the non-targeted lesions will continue to
grow and are reflected in RECIST evaluation as “progressive.” The NETest, because it is based on circulating transcripts, samples the entirety of a patient’s tumor(s) response, likely reflected by a score decrease. The overall
decrease in score was not as profound in these “non-responders” (mean, − 34%) compared with the “responders”
(mean, − 49%; p = 0.04) supporting our supposition. A
larger group would be necessary to further assess this
issue more rigorously.
We then evaluated the association between disease category changes (e.g., does a responder exhibit an SD score at
follow-up) and response to PRRT. In the PRRT responder
group, 93% were SD while in the “non-responder” group,
80% were PD. These data confirm that the cut-off of NETest
of 40 is 93% accurate for determining PRRT response. This
data is further supported by a DOR of ~ 50 and a PLR of 11
which are consistent with an accurate “rule-in” test [7].
Furthermore, the two categories were significantly related to
outcome (defined as mPFS). Thus, SD was associated with a
significantly (p = 0.0001) longer mPFS (undefined) than a PD
response category score (mPFs = 10 months). The hazard ratio
was 0.04. Overall, these observations support that the NETest
provides clinically useful information relevant to outcome. Of
note, the 35 patients with missing time points also exhibited
comparable score changes, further supporting the NETest utility for PRRT monitoring (Supplemental Figure 7).
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Next, we examined the changes in the NETest in relationship to the PPQ. This biomarker has a ~ 95% accuracy
for predicting those in whom PRRT would be efficacious
[6]. We tested the hypothesis that those predicted to respond to PRRT (i.e., PPQ-positive) would exhibit a significant NETest decrease compared with PPQ-negative.
The PPQ-positive group numbered 81 and the PPQnegative 41. In the PPQ-positive cohort, there was either
no change or a decreased NETest score in 98%. Similarly,
in the PPQ-positive cohort, 92% exhibited a SD score at
follow-up and this was associated with a mPFS not
reached. Conversely, in the PPQ-negative patients, ~
75% exhibited an increased score of whom 80% were
PD at follow-up. This was associated with a mPFS of
10 months. Overall, the accuracy of the PPQ to determine
treatment response was 97%. These data are consistent
with the PPQ biomarker accurately reflecting NETest delineation of the PRRT response. It is of interest to consider whether a PRRT outcome index (combination of the
PPQ measured before PRRT is initiated and NETest
monitoring during PRRT and follow-up) could be developed as a mathematical strategy for predicting and evaluating PRRT response. Our assessment in this study identified that while NETest measurements after 3 cycles was
81% accurate in predicting response, the combination of
the PPQ and the NETest (3 cycles) was 99.2% accurate.
CgA has also been used to measure PRRT response,
but there are significant concerns [5], such as variable
detection (highest in small bowel ~ 70%, lowest in lung
~ 35% [26]), and possible utility only in extensive disease
and secretory tumors [27]. A subset of patients therefore
is typically only appropriate for study. One study identified that a > 50% decrease in CgA was not associated with
a response to PRRT [10]. Another identified increases in
CgA (≥ 20% compared with baseline) in both responders
(27%) and non-responders (34%), a clear limitation [5].
Our initial study identified a low correlation (24% accuracy) between alterations in CgA and PRRT response
[22]. In the current study, we compared no change/any
decrease in CgA versus an increase in CgA following
PRRT using identical time points as the NETest. CgA
increased in 49% of PRRT responders, while 53% of
those who failed therapy (progressive disease) also exhibited an increase. This data is compelling in implying that
CgA is not a useful monitoring biomarker. Previous reports have proposed that a 30% decrease in CgA is indicative of a NET therapeutic response [28]. In our study,
decreases of > 30% were identified in 36% of PRRT responders. However, 22% of those with progressive disease also exhibited a > 30% decrease. This was not significant (p = 0.15). These data further indicate that CgA
has no utility as a clinically effective PRRT biomarker.

A strength of our study is the prospective use of liquid
biopsy molecular genomics to assess PRRT efficacy. It
investigated a substantial number of patients (n = 157)
in three different centers and evaluated both predictive
and prognostic multigene biomarkers. However, there
are some limitations. Firstly, we utilized PFS measured
by imaging as an endpoint. Although the relationship between biomarker changes and this endpoint was evident,
we noted some discrepancies. These differences could reflect that imaging and the NETest may measure different
magnitudes of the same phenomenon. While imagedetermined PFS is “gold standard,” it is well-known that
accurate morphological assessments of PRRT responses
are typically only reliable at > 3 months after cessation
of PRRT [5]. In our prior study [6], 15% of RECIST
responses required revision during long-term follow-up
after PRRT. Since the NETest evaluates cellular changes
with a high sensitivity (> 90%) compared to image-based
analysis which assesses billions of cells, some discordance is predictable. To obviate such issues, it has been
suggested that somatostatin receptor imaging be used as a
monitoring tool as opposed to anatomic imaging [29, 30].
However, post-administration Lu-scan protocols have limited resolution. Measuring alterations in SSA-PET-CT uptake pre- and post-therapy may have better sensitivity. At
this time, this is not considered standard and remains suboptimal [31].
To conclude, our results identify a role for the NETest in
monitoring responses to PRRT of NETs (Supplemental
Table 3). A decrease in score identifies responders and
correlates well with an independent biomarker prediction,
the PPQ, for response. Increases in the NETest readily
identified non-responders well in advance of any current
imaging protocols. This could allow a prompt change in
strategy (e.g., direct sequencing of treatments right after
PRRT, augmentation of PRRT with other treatments or
even an early discontinuation of PRRT). Our data indicate
that the NETest is an effective and accurate surrogate
marker that reflects radiological responses in GEP and
bronchopulmonary NETs treated with PRRT. The results
were independent of the number of PRRT cycles, were
not limited to a type of treatment approach, and functioned
effectively whether a patient undergoes a standard regimen
of 4 PRRT cycles or was included in an individualized
protocol. We also confirmed the biological and therapeutic
validity of the PPQ biomarker. Both assays are available
and can be applied to clinical practice. We anticipate that
such real-time information can be used to reassure both the
patient and the clinician that PRRT is the appropriate treatment strategy and that therapy is effective. The use of these
biomarkers in PRRT will, in addition, have likely best
practice medical and health economic implications.
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